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Summary

A description of a time-based air traffic control

(ATC) concept called TIMER (traffic intelligence for

tile management of efficient runway scheduling) and
the results of a fast-time computer evaluation are

presented. The TIMER concept integrates en route

metering, fuel-efficient cruise and profile descents,

terminal time-based sequencing and spacing, and

computer-generated controller aids to improve de-

livery precision for fuller use of runway capacity.

Tile concept handles both 4D-equipped and non-

4D-equipped aircraft and is designed for both evo-

lutionary integration into the manual, voice-linked

ATC system and for the accommodation of proposed

system-upgrade features such as data link and fur-
ther ground automation.

A fast-time parametric sensitivity evaluation of

the TIMER concept with non-4D traffic was per-

formed using a four-corner-post approach configura-

tion to runway 26L at Denver's Stapleton Interna-

tional Airport. The simulated traffic consists of large

and heavy transport arrival traffic operating under

instrument flight rules (IFR). Results identify and

show the effects and interactions of such key vari-

ables as horizon-of-control location, delivery-time er-

ror at both the metering fix and runway threshold,

aircraft separation requirements, delay discounting,
wind, flight technical error, and knowledge of air-

craft final-approach speed. The current ATC sys-

tern has a runway interarrival-error standard devia-

tion of approximately 26 sec. Fast-time simulation

results indicate that, with computer aiding, the run-

way interarrival-error standard deviation for non-4D-

equipped traffic can be reduced to the regi<m of 8 to

12 sec if the final-approach speed is known to the
TIMER algorithm; however, the standard deviation

would be in the region of 16 to 20 see if the final-

approach speed were unknown. Another major find-

ing is that en route, metering-fix, delivery-error stan-

dard deviation should be below approximately 45 see

to achieve full runway capacity. This requirement im-

plies a need for either airborne automation or assis-
tance to the controller, since the current controller

manual performance in today's en route metering
environment is about 1.5 min.

1.0 Introduction

In the United States, air-travel delays have be-
come a major problem, because the combination of

increased passenger demand and airline deregulation
is straining the current operational capacity of the

nation's major airports. Since environmental consid-

erations have restricted both the expansion of exist-

ing airports and the construction of new airports,

there are many activities directed toward enhanc-

ing the capacity of existing airports. Examples of
such activities include efforts to reduce aircraft lon-

gitudinal separations and the required spacing be-
tween parallel runway centerlines for independent

approaches under instrument flight rule (IFR) con-

ditions. Air traffic control (ATC) system designers

should also consider options which take advantage of

advances in airborne capability to improve the over-

all system (aircraft/ATC) performance. The devel-

opment of four-dimensional (4D) flight management

systems (FMS), which are capable of meeting time

objectives at points along the flight path, offers the

potential for exploitation in this area.

Although the current ATC systeln has evolved

into a system based on distance separation, primar-

ily because relative aircraft distances are displayed

to controllers from radar data, time control is not

new to ATC; in fact, distance was the basis of sep-

aration before radar. Indeed, the two major factors

that limit longitudinal separation are time based: the

time required for an aircraft's wake vortex to de-

cay to a safe level, and the preceding aircraft's run-

way occupancy time. Runway arrival capacity will
be used to its fullest potential only when these two

time-dependent factors can be satisfactorily modeled

and manipulated in the operational system. There-

fore, an automated, time-based ATC system could

be postulated which schedules aircraft to the runway

as a function of these two factors constrained by the

range of the arrival-time capability of each aircraft.

Research and development in the areas of runway

guidance, high-speed turnoffs, accurate weather pre-

diction, and wake vortex modeling should eventually

permit the use of variable, reduced time separation
that depends on atmospheric conditions. Such a ca-

pability, together with improved delivery precision,

forms the basis for significant potential increases in

runway arrival rates.

In an advanced, variable-time-separation system
such as just described, the ground automation would

approve or schedule runway arrival times. The air-

craft would employ their 4D flight-management sys-

tem to precisely meet their scheduled landing times
in a fuel-efficient manner. A data link could allow

the airborne and ground systems to exchange in-

formation and intention. A block diagram of such

an advanced time-based system to improve airport

capacity is shown in figure 1.

There are some operational issues that must

be resolved before such a system could be imple-
mented, but the concept appears technically feasi-

ble. The problem is how to get to that ideal envi-

ronment from the manual, separation-based ATC of

today. This paper describes an extended-terminal,



flow-managementconceptcalledTIMER (trafficin-
telligencefor the managementof efficientrunway
scheduling)that is designedto bridgethe gapbe-
tweenthecurrentsystemandanidealadvancedtime-
basedATCsystem.TheTIMERconceptintegrates
enroutemetering,fuel-efficientcruiseandprofilede-
scents,terminaltime-basedsequencingandspacing,
and computer-generatedcontrolleraidsto improve
deliveryprecisionfor fuller useof runwaycapacity.
Alsopresentedin thepaperaretheresultsof afast-
timesimulationevaluationof thebasicTIMERcon-
ceptwhichidentifiedandshowedtheeffectsof such
keysystemparametersashorizon-of-controllocation,
delivery-timeerrorat both themeteringfix andthe
runwaythreshold,aircraftseparationrequirements,
delaydiscounting,wind,aircraftheadingandspeed
errors,andknowledgeof final-approachspeed.

2.0 Background

During tile late 1950's, tile 1960's, and the early
1970's, there was a substantial amount of effort in

the areas of analysis and study of computer-aided

spacing systems for terminal-area ATC. Much of that
work was focused on final-approach spacing aids to
the controller. Reference 1 contains an excellent sum-

mary of this activity and has an extensive bibliogra-

phy. Despite all this referenced activity, there is still

no terminal-area computer-aided spacing in opera-
tion. Some of the reasons these earlier efforts did not

result in an operational system are as follows:

1. There was a lack of coupling or integration of

en route arrival metering with computer-aided

ternfinal sequencing and spacing.

2. Tile trajectory and time calculations did not use
aircraft-type or model-specific performance data.

3. The limitations and state of computer, display,

data-processing, and tracking technology at the

time were a serious handicap.

4. Separation criteria and operational procedures

that would handle the throughput achievable un-

der current visual-flight-rule (VFR) conditions

were not developed for the computer-aided or au-

tomated systems.
5. There was insufficient controller involvement

early in the design phase and a lack of empha-
sis on the controller-machine interface.

6. There was inadequate flexibility and considera-

tion of real-world requirements, such as missed

approaches, pop-ups, active-runway changes, and
weather disturbances.

The TIMER concept, together with advances

in computers, displays, and tracking technology,
addresses the first three shortcomings. Also, TIMER

introduces a needed perspective and consideration
of aircraft and avionic capability and development.

The resolution of the fourth shortcoming depends

more on criteria definition and procedural factors

than on technical limitations. Further development

is required before the important concerns of the fifth

and sixth shortcomings are satisfied.

The process of keeping the runways fully occu-

pied and aircraft safely separated normally requires

aircraft to take spacing delays (vectoring and exten-

sive trombone maneuvers) which are not fuel effi-
cient. The inherent aircraft delays required to space

random-arrival traffic during heavy periods can be
taken in a more fuel-efficient manner relative to cur-

rent procedures. However, improving fuel efficiency

requires a more sophisticated ground-airborne inter-

active process, which must be strategic in nature to

control the en route/transition/terminal region. Pre-

vious activities oriented toward that approach are
documented in references 2 and 3. While the cur-

rent United States en route metering (ERM-1) is a

time-based process, it is characterized by relatively

coarse planning, with no aircraft performance mod-

eling and no controller aids to help deliver aircraft at

the scheduled times (ref. 4). Also, it is not a coupled

process, since the terminal facility controls the resul-

tant aircraft stream from the ERM-1 process without

knowledge of its intended sequence or target times.

3.0 Concept Development

An approach is needed that is broad enough to

simultaneously address the following several issues.

How can aircraft operations during peak demand pe-

riods be improved? How can ATC take advantage
of aircraft with advanced avionics while still han-

dling conventionally equipped traffic? What can be

done to improve delivery precision and reduce inter-

arrival separation so as to increase capacity? Can

fuel efficiency be improved and still achieve maxi-

mum runway throughput? The answers lie not in

the specific fields of communication, navigation, or

surveillance but in a system approach that covers

the areas of ATC/aircraft interaction, flexible

fuel-efficient 4D flight-management systems, and au-
tomated controller aids.

An ATC/aircraft system oriented approach is be-

ing taken by the Langley Advanced Transport Op-

erating Systems (ATOPS) Program Office. One of

the principal thrusts of the program is to define and

evaluate evolutionary ATC concepts which improve

the capability, reliability, and economy of extended

terminal flow operations (final en route cruise seg-

ment, transition, and terminal flight to the runway)

when used with the proposed ground and avionic



hardware.TheTIMERconceptisanoutputof that
activity. It wasdesignedto performthe taskof as-
sistingtheair traffic controllerwith trafficmanage-
ment in the extendedterminalarea. TheTIMER.
concept is a step in the direction of using computers
for control assistance, not just for data formatting

and transfer. It is evolutionary in nature and ac-

commodates today's aircraft as well as 4D-equipped

advanced-technology aircraft. The algorithm, which
uses simplified aircraft-specific performance models,

is designed for integration into the manual, voice-
linked ATC system and, later, to accommodate pro-

posed National Airspace System (NAS) features such

as data link and fllrther ground automation (ref. 5).

The TIMER concept was also designed to bridge

the gap between today's en route terminal process

for handling arrival traffic at major terminals and

the future automated ATC system situation (fig. 1),

fl_r which most of the aircraft will presumably have

advanced 4D flight-management systems capable of

data exchange with ground automation.

4.0 Operational Description of TIMER

Concept

Tile TIMER concept is an integrated extended

terminal-area flow-control concept which begins its
control at the horizon of control back in the en route

airspace. The major operational features of the

TIMER concept are summarized as follows:

1. The arrival stream into the extended terminal

is derandomized at the horizon of control by

establishing a proposed aircraft landing sequence
and building a list of aircraft target landing times

based on safe separation. The desired metering-

fix time as a result of the assigned landing time
is also determined.

2. Nominal estimated times of arrival used in step 1

are based on fairly simple yet representative

aircraft-specific performance models. Using these

models and predicted winds, a ground-computed

trajectory is determined to meet the aircraft's as-

signed target landing time.

3. Computer-generated assistance is given to the

controller to help meet aircraft target times based

on the trajectory calculations.

4. Adjustments to the target landing times, and

even changes in the landing sequence, are made
to accommodate errors and anomalies.

5. The aircraft trajectory is fine-tuned in the final-

approach region to meet the final target landing

time with limited uncertainty.

Some of the TIMER features and its areas of

operation are shown in figure 2. The features are

shown in greater detail in figure 3. An operational

description of the TIMER concept is accomplished by

reviewing the sequence of events an aircraft would

undergo as it flies from the horizon of control to

the runway on the upper northwest route depicted

in figure 3.

4.1 Sequencing and Scheduling

The horizon of control is encountered when an

aircraft is an estimated fixed flight tithe from the

metering fix. When aircraft reach their horizon
of control, the TIMER system begins the process

of determining the landing sequence and schedule

(events 1 and 2 in fig. 3). Nominal arrival speeds,
route segment distances to the runway, and predicted

winds are used to determine the aircraft's undelayed

estimated times of arrival (ETA). The sequencing

criterion currently used is a projected first-to-reach-

runway ordering based on the undelayed ETA's.

With the aircraft at the horizon of control, there

is a range of earliest and latest landing times that

the aircraft can achieve by varying its speed between

nominal approach values and the slowest possible

speeds imposed by performance and operational con-

siderations. Assigned landing times are not permit-
ted to be earlier than that achieved by flying at nomi-

nal speeds. The initial scheduled landing time (SLT)

for the aircraft (event 2 in fig. 3) is determined by

taking the larger of tile following: (1) The undelayed,

estimated landing time or (2) The landing time of tile
previously scheduled aircraft plus the separation cri-

teria plus TB. A time buffer TB is added to account

for system delivery uncertainty. If the assigned land-

ing time exceeds the latest attainable speed-control

time, the additional delay must be absorbed by either

path stretching or holding.

4.2 En Route and Terminal Trajectory

Computations

The time and distance associated with all de-

scent and deceleration segments are calculated from

aircraft-type-specific, point-mass equations of mo-

tion for a clean configuration at flight-idle thrust

with predicted winds accounted for. The TIMER

trajectory computations and aircraft model parame-
ters used are described in more detail in reference 6.

As shown in figure 4, the flight path (which corre-

sponds to events 3 and 4 in fig. 3) is divided into

a cruise segment and several descent and constant-

altitude deceleration segments. An iterative process

employing the regula falsi method (ref. 7) computes

the required metering-fix altitude to continue to fly

a clean-configuration, flight-idle-thrust descent inside

the terminal to the aim point (shown in fig. 4 where

clean, flight-idle-thrust descent normally ends). The

3



algorithm inputs are the aim-pointaltitude, the
nominalsegmentspeeds,tile segmentdistancesfrom
the meteringfix to tile aim point, and the wind.
With themetering-fixaltitudeestablished,thenom-
inal flight timefromthe meteringfix to therunway
iscomputedandthedesiredmetering-fixtimeis de-
termined,giventhescheduledrunwaytime.Another
iterativeprocessusingthe regula falsi method is used

to calculate the cruise Mach, the Mach/CAS descent

speeds to the metering fix, and the time to begin the

descent, so that the aircraft arrives at the metering

fix at the prescribed time, altitude, and speed.
It shouht be noted that the TIMER simulation re-

sults presented subsequently do not have the entire

en route 4D trajectory deterministically modeled.
Tile sinmlation had only the time dimension with

appropriate delays and time errors modeled from the

horizon of control to the metering fix (event 3 of

fig. 3). The simulation employed a full 4D determin-

istic model of aircraft flight from the metering fix to

the runway.

Once the SLT and metering-fix time are estab-

lished, the trajectory calculations described previ-

ously provide the non-4D aircraft with the desired

metering-fix tiine, the cruise Mach number, the time

to begin to perform the descent, and the Mach/CAS

schedule during the descent. This iifformation would
be displayed to tile controller and would enable him
to assist the non-4D aircraft to meet its schedule in

a fuel-efficient manner. Tile 4D-equipped aircraft

couht be given either its metering-fix or aim-point

time. Figure 5 presents examples of the en route

types of controller messages envisioned for both 4D
and non-4D traffic.

There are many 4D path solutions possible. Tiros,

proper coordination and interfacing between ground-

system designers and airborne flight-management-

system designers are essential if there is to be

compatibility between the paths flown by 4D and

non-4D aircraft. Ideally, the only difference would

be the greater time precision expected from the 4D
aircraft.

4.3 Metering-Fix Rescheduling and Terminal

Speed Control

The SLT may be changed when the aircraft ar-

rives at the metering fix, either because of the ac-

tion of preceding traffic or because of tim aircraft's

own metering-fix time error. The TIMER system is

flexible enough to accommodate aircraft time errors.
This flexibility is particularly important in the initial

implementation when, presmnably, a large percent-

age of unequipped aircraft are present. Depending

on the circumstances, the SLT may be slipped for-

ward or backward, or the landing sequence may be

altered if tile schedule slippage warrants such action.

Beginning at the metering fix, control action is

performed at prespecified geometric points along the

approach route (labeled speed adjustment points in

fig. 3). The ETA at the runway threshold is com-
pared with the updated SLT. The segment speed

needed for the aircraft (indicated airspeed) to main-

tain its SLT is computed at the beginning of each

segment. Those speeds are displayed to the con-

troller and issued to the aircraft. Sample controller

messages that show how TIMER would handle traf-

fic inside the metering fix (event 4 of fig. 3) are also

shown in figure 5. Initially, all the traffic would prob-

ably be handled similarly inside the terminal. It is
envisioned that when the bulk of the traffic becomes

4D equipped, the desired aim-point time will be given

and the aircraft will calculate its own speed profile

along the specified path to meet the assigned time.

4.4 Fine-Tuning Region

In the final-approach region there are two

computer-aided, fine-tuning maneuvers (events 5 and

7 in fig. 3) which are designed to further reduce run-
way delivery error. The fine tuning consists of timing

both the turn-to-base (event 5) and the turn-to-final

(event 7) nmneuvers. In keeping with the evolution-

ary mode, the design was configured to be similar

in geometry and procedures to the conventional ap-

proach perforined today. That is, the pilot would

not be able to distinguish between a TIMER assisted

final approach and a conventional-radar, manual-

controlled approach.
The fine-tuning process is based on a regularly

updated ETA calculation which displays how early
the aircraft would be if its turn instructions were is-

sued immediately. This process gives more informa-

tion than a straight clock countdown display, which

would only indicate the time remaining in which to

issue the turn command. With expected communi-

cation and response times of both the controller and

pilot factored in, the data tag of each aircraft on
the controller display is enhanced to indicate when,

and to what heading, the controller would vector

the aircraft for the base and localizer intercept seg-

nlents. The fine-tuning region must accommodate

minor schedule changes due to preceding-aircraft er-

rors, wind-estimate errors, or own-aircraft flight er-

rors which have accumulated since the last speed-

control point.

4.5 Operational Benefits

The TIMER concept described has several oper-

ational benefits. The initial metering, sequencing,

and scheduling of aircraft to the terminal take place



earlyenoughin theenrouteairspacesothat mostof
anyrequireddelaycanbetakenbymorefuel-efficient
speedreductionratherthan flyingholdingpatterns.
Theenrouteandterminalcontrol processes are in-

tegrated and coupled so that fuel-efficient, clean-

configuration, flight-idle-thrust descents are contin-

ued into the terminal area, all the way to the aim

point, which is near the final-approach region. The

4D-equipped aircraft are allowed to use and ben-

efit from their capability. The Mach/CAS, clean-

configuration, flight-idle type of descent profiles cal-

culated can be flown with today's conventionally
instrumented cockpits. The final-approach controller

spacing aid is based on the turn instructions normally

issued to landing aircraft. Its use would be transpar-
ent to the pilot and would not impose any operational

approach-procedure changes.

5.0 Description of Parametric Sensitivity

Analysis

5.1 Method and Parameters Studied

Tile TIMER concept was incorporated into the

terminal area air traffic model (TAATM) simulation

(ref. 8) so that the effect of significant parameters
could be studied. Various modules and their relation-

ships within the simulation model are discussed in

appendix A. The TAATM is a flexible dynamic sim-

ulation of the airborne, navaid, ground-control, and
communication aspects of the terminal-area environ-

ment which can run in either fast-time (batch mode)

or real-time (with controller-pilot interaction). Per-

tinent en route times, delays, and errors are stochas-
tically modeled only in the time dimension within

the TAATM. From the metering fix to the runway,

the entire en route 4D trajectory is deterministically

modeled with errors included. A fast-time paramet-

ric sensitivity evaluation of the basic TIMER concept
was performed. The parameters studied and their

values assigned are shown in table 1.

5.2 Performance Evaluation

Data collected from fast-time data runs of the

TAATM simulation were used as a basis for eval-

uation. The objective was to determine the sensi-

tivity or change in a particular system measure of

performance as the parameter under study was var-
ied. The various measures of performance used were:

aircraft mean en route delay between the horizon of

control and the metering fix; aircraft mean terminal-

area delay; runway arrival rate; and aircraft-pair

interarrival-error standard deviation at the runway
threshold. The particular performance measure se-

lected for each parameter depended on the rele-

vancy and sensitivity of the measure to the parameter
under study.

Table 1. Simulation Parameters Studied

Parameters varied Values

Horizon of control, rain

Wake-vortex separation

criteria (described in

section 5.3), n.mi.

Metering-fix delivery-

error o, sec

Input traffic rate,

A/C per hr

Terminal speed control

discounted, percent

Runway-threshold
interarrival-error

o, see

Combined controller-

pilot reaction-error

0, sec

Aircraft heading-error

0, deg

Wind strength (direction

aligned with runway),
knots

Wind error for 20 knots

wind-strength case,
knots

Expected-final-

approach-speed-error
0, knots

Weight-factor 0 (# = 0.5)

Knowledge of expected-

final-approach speed

Final-approach fix to

runway distance, n.mi.

10, 20*, 30, 45, 60

3/4/5", 2.5/3.5/4.5,

2/3/4

0, 15, 30*, 60, 90, 120

30, 35", 40, 55

0", 30, 50, 70, 100

0, 6.1", 12.1, 20.0

0, 2, 3.5*, 5, 6.5

2*, 6, 10

0", 10, 20

0", 4, 8

0', 0.05, 0.10, 0.15,
0.20

Known*, unknown

3.5, 5.5*

*Baseline values; kept constant while the

parameter under study was varied.
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Eachof the measuredandplottedpointsof per-
formaneeis a statisticalcombinationof theaircraft
performanceachievedduringat leasttwo indepen-
dentdata runs for the conditionssimulated. The
individualdatarunseachcontain2 hr of simulated
aircraftlandingdata. Thedataperiodfor the land-
ing data beganfollowinga settlingtime after the
first trafficwasintroducedat thehorizonof control.
Thesettlingtimewasequalto thehorizon-of-control-
to-metering-fixflight time plus40min. In dealing
with stochasticmodels,onecanexpectoccasional
low-probabilityeventsto occur. If theoutput per-
formancemeasureof eachrun in a setdid notagree
(bothmeasureswithin therangeof eachother's95-
percentCOlffidenceinterval),an additionaltwo-run
set wasperformed.The total wasthencombined
in a pooledestimateof theperformancemeasureof
interest.

5.3Simulation Configuration

The Stapleton approach routes, a runway-26L
landing configuration (fig. 6), instrument flight rules,

and airline transport arrival traffic were simulated in
the TAATM. One of the 1982 Official Airline Guides

(OAG) was used to generate a generic traffic sample

with route-loading and aircraft-type distributions.
Data collected from the OAG were for transport ar-

rivals on weekdays at Stapleton. All the traffic en-
tered the terminal area at the metering fixes. The

metering fixes are KEANN, KIOWA, BYSON, and
Dt:/AKO. The simulated arrival traffic was distrib-

uted to the four Inetering fixes, or corner posts, in

the following manner:

Metering fix

KEANN

KIOWA
BYSON

DRAKO

Percentage of

total traffic

26

32

26

16

The traffic consisted of a mix of large and heavy

weight class, transport-type aircraft, with 8.6 percent
of the traffic in the heavy category. Large aircraft
arc those with 12500 lb to 300000 lb maximum

certified takeoff weight. Heavy aircraft are those

capable of takeoff weights of 300000 lb or more

regardless of their actual weight (ref. 9). None
of the simulated traffic had onboard 4D trajectory

computing capability.

The minimum requirement used in the simulation

for wake-turbulence separation distance was a func-

tion of the weight class of both the lead and trail

aircraft of a pair. By using aircraft velocities and

simulated winds, the separation distances are con-

verted to separation times for scheduling purposes in

the TIMER algorithm. The distance separation cri-
teria used in terms of the lead and trail aircraft of a

pair are as follows:

Trail

Lead Large Heavy

3/4/5 n.mi. criterion

Large 3 3

Heavy 5 4

2.5/3.5/4.5 n.mi. criterion

Large 2.5 2.5

Heavy 4.5 3.5

2/3/4 n.mi. criterion

Large 2 2

Heavy 4 3

6.0 Simulation Results and Discussion

6.1 Horizon of Control

A major goal of the TIMER concept is to meter,

sequence, and initially schedule arrival aircraft early

enough in the approach so that any delays needed to
derandomize the traffic can be taken in a fuel-efficient

manner. The trade-off is to determine how early or at

what expected flight time to the metering fix the hori-
zon of control should be located without extending

too far back in time from the airport to cause coor-

dination problems between centers. Figure 7 shows

the measured mean en route delay (delay between

horizon of control and metering fix) and its standard

deviation for both the long and short terminal ap-

proach routes for various horizons of control. For

the runway-26L configuration of figure 6, the west-

ern routes (DRAKO and BYSON) are the long ap-

proach routes, and the eastern routes (KEANN and

KIOWA) are the short approach routes.
The delay data plotted in figure 7 were obtained

from simulation runs with a traffic arrival rate equal

to the measured runway arrival rate (35 aircraft per

hour) for a traffic sample of large and heavy aircraft

using IFR 3/4/5 n.mi. separations and a metering-
fix time-error standard deviation of 30 sec. Since

the horizon of control is defined as a fixed time from

the metering fix for all routes, the sequencing scheme

(projected first-to-reach-runway ordering) in some

aircraft-delay cases imposes longer en route delays to
aircraft on the shorter terminal routes. The result is

longer overall average delays for the shorter routes
when operating at or near the system acceptance

rate. Therefore, for the conditions simulated, the



short-routedelayrequirementis the limiting case
whichwill beusedto definethe desirablehorizon-
of-controlboundary. The plotted valuesindicate
that averageen routedelaysare not significantly
influencedby thevalueof horizonof control.

Also shownin figure7 are the contoursof de-
laypossiblebyspeedreductionto Mach0.63froma
rangeof initial cruisespeeds.Theenroutedelayca-
pabilitiesweredeterminedusingthetrajectorycom-
putationprocedureofreference6. Theplottedvalues
arethedifferencein thetraveltimesof a Boeing737
(B-737)aircraftflyingtwodifferenttrajectories(sim-
ilarto thatoffig.4) fromthesameinitial x, y location

at 35000 ft altitude and at the same initial desig-

nated Mach cruise speed. In the first trajectory, the

aircraft cruises at 35 000 ft and the designated Mach
number until the computed time when it performs a

designated-Mach/265-knot CAS clean-configuration,

flight-idle-thrust descent. Upon reaching 19500 ft,
the aircraft maintains constant altitude in order to

reduce its airspeed to 250 knots as the metering fix
is crossed. In the second trajectory, the aircraft im-

mediately slows to the cruise Mach number of 0.63

and maintains 35 000 ft until the time to begin its de-

scent. At the computed tittle, the aircraft performs a

Mach 0.63/250-knot CAS flight-idle-thrust descent in

order to cross the metering fix as the aircraft reaches
19 500 ft. The time difference between the two tra-

jectories is the amount of delay between the selected

horizon of control and the metering fix achievable
by speed reduction from the initial cruise speed to
Mach 0.63.

Both the horizon of control and initial cruise

speed clearly have a strong effect on the amount of
delay possible by speed control. The nominal cruise

speeds of commercial aircraft vary with aircraft type

as well as policies of the individual airlines. Using

the Mach 0.78 data as a sample cruise speed case,

a horizon-of-control boundary of 27.5 min (fig. 7)

from the metering fix is enough so that speed control

will handle all the simulated en route delays that are

less than the expected delay plus la (approximately
84 percent of the delay cases if the distribution is

Gaussian). If the criterion is the ability to handle

all delay less than the expected delay plus 1.28a

(90 percent of delay cases), the horizon of control

would be 30.2 min. The 1.65a (95 percent of delay

cases) criterion would place the horizon of control at
32.7 rain.

Just as changing the horizon of control had a

slight effect on the aircraft average en route delay,

there is a corresponding effect on the terminal delay
which may have to be considered. From the moment
an aircraft is scheduled at the horizon of control and

begins its flight toward the metering fix, there are

schedule changes that occur as a result of both the

metering-fix time errors of the preceding traffic and

flight technical (path and response time) errors in-

side the terminal. The SLT is updated as a result

of metering-fix time errors of the preceding traffic.

However, the continual SLT slippages, caused by the

terminal flight technical errors of the preceding traf-
fic, are not always accounted for by the TIMER al-

gorithm while the aircraft is still in the en route re-

gion between the horizon of control and the metering

fix. The rationale is that the time controllability in-
side the terminal area will be used to deliver the air-

craft to their updated SLT's rather than constantly

making minor adjustments to the metering-fix sched-
uled time while flying in en route airspace. Conse-

quently, when an aircraft arrives at the metering fix,
its SLT could have been shifted from the earlier as-

signed landing time, which originally established the

metering-fix target time. The longer the flight time

from the horizon of control to the metering fix, the

more the SLT is likely to have shifted and to result

in longer terminal delay. Figure 8 shows this effect.

The delay results differ slightly from those shown

i.n figure 7 of reference 10. In the simulation runs of
TIMER in reference 10, the effect of terminal-area

dynamic SLT slippage of the preceding aircraft was

never added to the metering-fix target time. In the

data of this report, the accumulated dynanlic slip-

page since the originally scheduled SLT is sometimes

added to the metering-fix target time of an aircraft.

Specifically, this updating only occurred on those oc-

casious when the metering-fix target time was pushed

back (delayed) as a result of a metering-fix error by

a preceding aircraft.

A TIMER goal is to use fuel-efficient speed con-
trol as much as possible inside the terminal as well
as en route. What is needed is a horizon of control

that is large enough to handle most of the expected

en route delays and yet does not impose terminal-

area delays that exceed the terminal speed-control

and path-stretching capability. In figure 8, the mea-

sured mean expected terminal-area delays, plus their
pooled a about the fitted curve, are shown as a func-
tion of horizon of control for the same traffic and

error conditions that existed in figure 7. Also shown

are the boundaries of speed-control delay capability
within the terminal area of the nominal routes and

the combined speed and path delay capability us-
ing the maximum delay routes of the final-approach

region shown by the longest-path dashed lines of fig-
ure 6. For the range of simulation conditions studied,

and using the current schedule adjustment algorithm,

the data indicate that no upper boundary was im-

posed on the horizon of control by terminal delays

resulting from the terminal area SLT dynamic shifts.
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Figure9 showstile sameinh)rmationasfigure7
but for a trafficarrivalrateequalto therunwayac-
ceptancefor a2/3/4 n.Ini,separationcriterion. The
two cases shown in figures 7 and 9 span the range

of separations likely to be used in the foreseeable

future. For the same initial speed conditions, the
horizon-of-control boundaries are less than for the

larger separation conditions of figure 7. Using the

stone initial Math 0.78 example, the horizons of con-

trol needed with the 2/3/4 separation are 24.5 rain

for mean delay plus lcr (84 percent of delay cases),

26.2 rain for 1.28a (90 percent of delay cases), and

28.5 rain for mean delay plus 1.65a (95 percent of
delay cases). Figure 10 may be used to verify the

situation observed in figure 8. There is no upper

horizon-of-control boundary imposed by the termi-

nal area within the range of conditions simulated.

Figures 7 and 9 reveal several factors that an ATC

system designer must consider in selecting the de-
sign value for horizon of control. Clearly, aircraft

cruise speed is an important factor. A representa-

tive weighted, expected nominal cruise Mach number

nmst be determined from expected airline company

operational policies and projected aircraft types. The

terminal-area separation standard to be used must

also be considered. Slower cruise speeds, which

were more widely used during the energy shortage
to conserve fuel, require a larger horizon of control,

but reduced separations tend to reduce the required
horizon-of-control time. Without the benefit of de-

tailed aircraft type or operational policy projections,

a working mnnber of 30 rain h)r the horizon of con-

trol appears reasonable. This translates to about

220 n.nli, for an aircraft cruising at Mach 0.78 at

35 000 ft, no wind, then descending and crossing the

metering fix at 250 knots.

6.2 Metering-Fix Delivery Accuracy

It is described in section 4.0 how, in concept, the

aircraft would be delivered by en route control to

the four metering fixes or corner posts with a target

time which is computed to meet the scheduled land-

ing time. This process is simulated in the TAATM

by assigning the aircraft to appear at the metering
fix at the scheduler-calculated target time plus a sta-

tistical time error to represent delivery error. The

metering-fix tiIne error was picked from a normal

distribution with a mean of zero and a specified vari-

ance. Det)ending on the nmgnitude of sign (early or

late) of the metering-fix error, and operating within

the boundaries of terminal controllability, the sched-

uler attempts to minimize the schedule slippage of

the following aircraft stream. The result is that un-

der certain circmnstances an aircraft at the metering

fix may have its place in the sequence changed to

reduce capacity loss caused by its metering-fix time
error.

When aircraft arrive at the metering fix earlier

than their scheduled time, the application of time

delay is used to preserve the schedule first by speed

reduction and then by path stretching, if necessary.

In figure 6, the nominal approach routes are shown

by the solid lines, and the region of path-distance

variability is shown by the dashed lilies. The range

of time controllability varies with aircraft type and
winds aloft. Table 2 gives the range of terminal con-

trollability for each approach route, without wind, for

a B-737 aircraft. In a similar nmnner, the ability to

recoup late arrival errors depends on the time catch-

up or forward-schedule-slippage capability of the var-

ious routes. The eastern (short) routes (KEANN and
KIOWA) have only about 18 sec of catch-up capabil-

ity, relative to their nominal paths, while the west-

ern (long) routes (DRAKO and BYSON), because of

their "trombone" configuration, have approximately
88 sec.

Table 2. Speed and Path Time Control of Terminal

Approach Routes for B-737 Aircraft

Routes

KEANN

KIOWA

BYSON

DRAKO

Delay

control, see

Speed and

Speed path
44 114

38 106

73 237

71 237

Catch-up

control, see

Path

18

17

87

89

Figures 11 and 12 show the terminal traffic flow

patterns for metering-fix arrival-error standard devi-

ations of 30 sec and 120 sec, respectively. Figure 12

illustrates greater use of both path reduction and
stretching, relative to the nominal route, than does

figure 11; this greater use is an attempt to accommo-

date the larger metering-fix arrival errors.

The following factors determine what runway
arrival-rate loss, if any, results from a metering-fix

time error: the route the aircraft is on, the route

and SLT's of adjacent aircraft in the sequence for

swapping, and the magnitude of the metering-fix

error itself. Figure 13 indicates the cunmlative ef-

fect of these factor interactions. The figure presents

the runway arrival rate for three separation stan-

dards plotted as a function of various metering-fix
arrival-time-error standard deviations. For an en

route/terminal coupled, time-based, flow-control sys-

tem with the conventional geometry simulated, the



plot suggeststhat en route metering-fixdelivery-
errorstandarddeviationsshouldbekeptto lessthan
a nulnt)ersomewherebetween35and45secto real-
izefull runwaycapacity.This isconsistentfor all the
separationssimulated.Tile TIMERsystemusesthe
timecontrollabilityinsidetheterminalregionto pre-
wmt the smallermetering-fixerrorsfrom adversely
affectingrunwaycapacity.Figure14confirmsthat
metering-fixdelivery-errorstandarddeviationsofless
than45secshownosignificantcapacitylossat differ-
ent runwaydeliveryerrorsor at differentseparation
criteria.

Keepingthemetering-fixdelivery-errorstandard
deviationbelow45secimpliestileneedforgroundor
airborneassistanceto thecontroller,sincetile man-
ual performancein today'senroutenleteringenvi-
ronment(ERM-1)is from 1to 2 rain (ref. 11).The
controlleraidsdescribedin section4.0wouldprovide
thegroundassistanceto improvethedeliveryperfor-
manceofaircraftwithout4Dcapability.TheTIMER
conceptusesrepresentativepoint-massmodelsofair-
craftto calculateandthenindicateto thecontroller
theMachcruisespeed,thetimeor distanceto start
thedescent,andtheMach/CASflight-idle-thrustde-
scentspeedto beissuedto theflightcrewin orderto
meetthe scheduledmetering-fixtime. Experiments
conductedfrom the cockpitof commercialairlines
(ref. 12),with a simplemodelandsimilaropen-loop
commands,haveshownthat adeliveryerrorat ame-
teringfix of lessthan45-seca is readily achievable

in real-world operational conditions.

Aircraft with 4D closed-loop guidance could ar-

riw'. at the metering fix with time-error standard de-
viations of considerably less than 45 sec (refs. 11 and

13 to 16). However, for the type of terminal-area

control and geonletry simulated, figure 13 shows that

increased precision at the metering fix would do lit-

tle to improve the arrival rate. On the other hand,

the differences in the runway arrival rate for the vari-

ous runway delivery-error curves of figure 14 indicate

that reducing the time error as much as possible is de-

sirable at tile runway threshold. These results taken

together indicate that 4D flight-management-system
designers should use a time-accuracy criterion which

reduces as the remaining time or distance to the run-

way decreases.

6.3 En Route Delay Discounting

As shown in the previous section, runway capacity

is influenced by large arrival-time errors (a _> 45 sec)

at the metering fixes. The primary factor in this rela-

tionship is late arrivals at the ea_stern or short-route

metering fixes (KEANN and KIOWA). Whereas late

arrival times at the long approach route metering

fixes (BYSON and DRAKO) can generally be made

up by shortening the downwind leg of the approach,

the geometry of the short approach routes allows very
little catch-up capability (table 1). Therefore, there

is a slippage of schedules and subsequent gaps of ex-

cessive separation on final approach.

Some of the schedule disruptions caused by large

metering-fix arrival-time errors can be smoothed out

by using a technique called delay discounting. This

technique, applied between the horizon of control

and tile metering fix for the aircraft to be delayed,

reduces any calculated en route delay needed to

meet its target metering-fix time by solne specified

amount. As implenmnted, the specified amount of

delay discounted en route to all four metering fixes

is a constant percentage of each particular route's

terminal speed-control delay capability t)etween the

metering fix and the runway. The aircraft's terminal

path-stretching capability to achieve time delay is

not considered for discounting purposes but is kept
in reserve to accommodate errors and uncertainties.

For example, aircraft that had delay discounting

applied and arrived on tiine at their metering fix

without an assigned landing-time change can expect
a delay ill the ternlinal area that is equal to tile

discomlted or postponed amount. Early arrivals

at tile metering fix are kept on schedule by first

using any remaining speed-control delay capability

not used to accommodate the delay discounting and

then by path stretching.

The discounting benefit results from having been

applied to late-arriving aircraft at the metering fix,
particularly the short approach routes. Tile effect

of these late-arriving aircraft is reduced, since the

limited time-catch-up capability is only needed when

the aircraft's metering-fix overdue time error is larger

than the amount of en route delay that was dis-

counted or postponed. Thus, the schedule impact

caused by larger, late, metering-fix time errors on

the short approach routes is reduced.

Parametric data runs were made using 0, 30, 50,

70, and 100 percent of terminal speed-control ca-

pability for en route delay discounting and 30, 90,

and 120 sec for the metering-fix arrival-error stall-
dard deviations a. The results of these data runs

are presented in figure 15 and show the runway ar-

rival rate as a function of the upper boundary (per-

centage of terminal speed control) available for dis-

counting when en route delay was needed. For a

30-sec metering-fix-error a, delay discounting had no
capacity effect. Tile 30-sec-c_ case represents fllll run-

way capacity (fig. 13). Therefore, the difference be-

tween the a0-sec-o plot and the values plotted at

zero-percent discounting in figure 15 for the 90- and

120-sec cases depicts the capacity lost because of

metering-fix errors. The plots indicate that a flfll



100-percentdiscountingrecoversabouthalf of the
capacitylossdueto metering-fixarrivalerrorswith
largestandarddeviations.If thesystemwereto op-
eratewithoutallyenroutecontrolleraidsto improve
themetering-fixdeliveryprecisionof non-4Daircraft,
thendelaydiscountingshouldbeconsidered.How-
ever,if anenhancedenroutesystemand4Daircraft
areableto restrictmetering-fix-errorstandarddevi-
ationsto approximately45secor less,thereis no
capacitybenefitto begainedbydelaydiscounting.

When the metering-fixdelivery-errorstandard
deviationis 30sec,thedecreasein averageenroute
delayismatchedbyanequalincreasein averageter-
minaldelayasthepercentageof delaydiscountedis
increasedfrom0 to 100percent.That situationis
illustratedin figure16. Sincethereis nocapacity
gain for metering-fixdelivery-errorstandarddevia-
tionsbelowabout45sec,delaydiscountingshould
notbeused;higheraltitudeenroutespeed-reduction
delaysaremorefuel-efficientthanspeed-reduction
delaysof the samelength taken at terminal alti-

tudes. As would be expected, since delay discount-

ing improved the capacity for the 90- and 120-sec

metering-fix delivery-error cases, tlle reduction in av-
erage ell route delay is greater titan the corresponding

increase ill average terminal delay when delay dis-

cmmting is applied to a traffic sample of 35 aircraft

per hour. Figures 17 and 18 illustrate this significant

reduction in average en route delay at the expense of

a slight average increase in terminal-area delay.

6.4 Final-Approach Delivery Performance

6._. I Relation of Separation and Delivery
Precision

The TIMER scheduler adds a delivery-error-

dependent interarrival-time buffer to tile minimum
permitted separation time (distance separation stan-

dard converted to time) on final approach to keep

separation violations to a low probability level. The

scheduled time separation between two aircraft is il-

lustrated in figure 19. The time relation between

single-aircraft delivery precision and the buffer added

to keep violations between aircraft pairs below 5 per-
cent is defined as follows:

o.2 = Cr2D, + O'2D2 (1)

where

ORD _

TB = 1.65_R_ (2)

runway delivery-error
standard deviation of the

first of two successive

aircraft

10

CrRD_ runway delivery-error
standard deviation of tile

second of two successive

aircraft

_rRI aircraft-pair runway
interarrival-error standard

deviation

TB buffer time added to mini-

mum separation because of

delivery uncertainty

6._.2 Runway Arrival-Rate Sensitivity to

Delivery Precision

Runway arrival rate is shown in figure 20 as a

function of aircraft-pair interarrival-error standard
deviation at the runway threshold for the three sep-
aration standards defined in section 5.3. Since 4D

FMS performance is normally given in terms of

single-aircraft delivery-error standard deviation, that

axis was included in figure 20 for comparison. The

pair interarrival-error a is v/2 times the a of single-

aircraft delivery error if Gaussian distributions are

assunmd. The plotted data of figure 20 were ob-

tained under the assumption that runway occupancy

time (ROT) was not a limiting factor. If current pro-

cedures of prohibiting simultaneous occupancy of a

runway by more than one aircraft are adhered to,
then the maximum ROT is 37.6, 50.4, and 63.3 sec

for the 2/3/4, 2.5/3.5/4.5, and 3/4/5 n.mi. separa-

tion criteria, respectively (ref. 17).

As shown in figure 20, the final delivery preci-
sion has considerable affect on the runway arrival rate

for the three separation criteria evaluated. However,

the impact becomes even more pronounced as sepa-
rations are reduced. The slope or rate of arrival-rate

change increases as the separation criterion is made
smaller. Because of its significant effect on arrival

acceptance rate, runway interarrival-error standard
deviation is used as the measure to evaluate the sys-

tem effect of several parameters.

It is anticipated that when a terminal-area time-

based ATC system is first introduced, many if not

most of the aircraft will not be equipped with 4D

guidance. Until most of the aircraft are 4D equipped,

the performance of a time-based system will be con-

strained by the runway delivery precision achievable

with non-4D aircraft. A major goal of this study is

to determine where on the runway delivery precision

axis of figure 20 the resultant performance of non-4D
aircraft fails when operating with computer aiding
for the controller. This will define the initial time-

based system performance before additional airborne

and ground automation are introduced.



As a point of reference,the deliverypreci-
sion (interarrival-errorstandarddeviation)of cur-
rentmanualcontrolat tile final-approachgate(nor-
really6 to 8 mi. from the runway)is about18sec
(ref. 18). Furthermore,the deliveryprecisionat
the runwaythreshohtis furtherdegradedby varia-
tion in aircraft final-approachspeedsasa resultof
variedlandingweightandpilotingprocedure.Fig-
ures21and22showaircraftseparationdistributions
at the outermarker(final-approachfix) and at the
runwaythreshold. Althoughthesedata werecol-
lectedunderconditions of visual aircraft separations,

they illustrate that final-approach-speed variations
increase the spread of the separation distribution at

the runway threshold relative to the speed at the

final-approach fix (outer marker). One documented
value of runway-measured interarrival-error standard

deviation for manually vectored aircraft is 25.6 sec

(ref. 19).

6.4.3 Non-4D-Equipped Aircraft With Known

Expected-Final-Approach Speed

There are several parameters which directly affect
the runway delivery performance of non-4D-equipped

aircraft ill the TIMER enviromnent. One of the prin-

cipal factors is the variability in final-approach speed,

because it is highly dependent upon gross weight

of the aircraft, atmospheric conditions, and piloting

procedures. If the final-approach speed is known to
the flow-control system, then other factors will de-

termine the lower bounds of delivery precision. The

impact of timse factors such as pilot and controller

response times, aircraft heading error, heading com-

mand resolution, wind velocity, wind velocity error,
and piloting procedures is examined individually.

6._.3.1 Pilot and controller response time. There
is embedded in the TIMER ETA calculations an

assumed time for the controller response to the

computer-generated aids and the pilot response to
the resultant ATC message. Clearly, a time error

will be introduced if either the controller or the pilot
reacts differently from the assumed time. A consis-
tent reaction-time error will introduce a bias in the

individual aircraft arrival times, but the interarrival

aircraft time error will not be affected. Two aircraft

that are either early or late by the same amount of

time will be properly separated relative to each other;
however, variability in the response time will affect

tile runway interarrival error.

Figure 23 shows the resultant runway-
interarrival-error standard deviation as a function of

the combined controller and aircraft system reaction-
time-error standard deviation. The nominal com-

bined controller and pilot reaction value used in the
baseline runs was a standard deviation of 3.5 sec.

This value yielded an interarrival-error standard de-
viation of 6.6 sec with no winds. The reaction-time

variability impact on the interarrival-error standard

deviation gets considerably larger for high-reaction-

time standard deviations in the region above 3.5 sec.

6._.3.2 Aircraft heading error. When an aircraft

is given vector instructions in the fine-tuning region

(downwind, base, and turn-to-final), tile accuracy to
which those vectors are h_llowed has some effect on

the runway arrival-time accuracy. Tile TIMER cal-

culations are based on a trajectory made up of seg-

inents with specific headings. If the aircraft's path
or flight distance differs from those used in the cal-

culation, a time error will occur. Figure 24 shows
the runway-interarrival-error standard-deviation sen-

sitivity to aircraft-heading-error standard deviation

for two wind-strength conditions (270 ° wind aligned
with runway). Aircraft heading-error a is not ex-

pected to exceed 6°; therefore, tile heading-error ef-

fect is not a major factor. The nominal value used in

the baseline runs was a heading-error standard de-

viation of 2°. Increasing the heading-error a to 6 °
added only about 0.75 sec to the interarrival-error a
for both wind conditions shown.

6._.3.3 Heading command resolution. The

TIMER algorithm calculates a precise heading re-

quired for the aircraft to follow a desired ground

track with the assumed winds. When that heading

instruction is displayed and issued to the aircraft,

it is rounded to a specific resolution. This rounding

causes the heading-angle error to vary somewhere be-

tween +1/2 the resolution angle. Current ATC prac-
tice is to issue vectors to the nearest 10°; however,
there are situations for which a 5° resolution is used.

For stable, known wind conditions and no heading

error, the resolution rounding or aliasing error is a
steady-state or constant value, because the final in-

tercept ground track is fixed and, as a result, so is

the exact calculated heading. For nonvarying condi-

tions, the resolution-induced heading error causes a
fixed bias in the runway delivery time of successive

aircraft but does not affect the aircraft-pair interar-
rival error.

On the other hand, variations in the resolution

rounding error, caused by factors such as changing

winds, altitude, aircraft speeds, and approach path

headings of different routes, affect the runway in-
terarrival error of successive aircraft. The values

plotted in figure 25 show the measured interarrival-

error standard deviation as a timer|on of heading-
command resolution with a uniform distribution

model of resolution rounding error for both a 2°
and a 6° heading-error standard deviation from that

commanded. The fitted regression curves represent
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an upperboundaryof the effectdue to resolution
roundingerrors,sinceoperationalroundingerrors
are not as varied or randomas thosegenerated
by tile unifornl model. Evenso, the measured
interarrival-errorstandarddeviationisnot verysen-
sitive to heading-resolution-inducederrors if tile
heading-conunandresolutionis kept to 10° or less.
Forexample,theerrorcontributionthat resultsfrom
the 10° resolutionwill be between0 and 0.9see
interarrival-errorstandarddeviation,dependingon
theextentofwindandaircrafttrajectoryvariations.

6.4.3._ Wind. As tile curves of figure 24 indi-

(:ate, the TIMER system final-approach performance

is degraded by winds as well as heading and response-

time errors. Figure 26 shows the measured runway
interarrival-error standard deviation as a function of

wind strength for aircraft heading-error standard de-
viations of 2° and 10 °. Since the TIMER, ETA calcu-

lations account for wind, the interarrival error would

not be expected to change with wind strength. How-
ever, figure 26 indicates that wind strength magnifies
the effect of one or inore errors or uncertaiifities to

such an extent that a slight wind-strength effect ex-

ists. For example, all increase in the surface wind
from 0 to 20 knots results in an increase of 2.3 sec

interarrival-error standard deviation.

In addition to the interarrival-error effect, there
is a fllrther arrival-rate reduction due to reduced

ground speeds caused by tile head-wind component
on final approach. This reduction is characteristic of

a system constrained by a distance-separation crite-
rion as opposed to a time-based criterion. Figure 27

shows this compounding effect on the runway arrival

rate. The upper curve represents the simulation ar-

rival rate for the given wind condition but for the no-
wind interarrival-error buffer value. Tile interarrival-

error standard deviations measured were then used

to adjust the separation and project the arrival rates

shown by the lower curve.
Another consideration is the contribution of

wind-strength error to interarrival error. This er-
ror is defined as the difference between the actual

and predicted values of wind. A specific wind error

will generate a different time error for two aircraft
flying different approach airspeeds. The result is

a wind-error-generated interarrival error. Figure 28
shows the measured interarrival-error standard devi-

ation for various wind-strength errors for a predicted

20-knot surface head wind aligned with the runway.

Unfortunately, wind-strength errors also affect the

final heading vector calculation. Since a particular

ground track is desired, there is an interplay between

the calculated heading value, the given wind-error
condition, and tile heading resolution to the nearest

10 °. This interplay tends to scatter the data slightly.

Nevertheless, the wind-error effect is apparent in fig-

ure 28. For airport wind errors of up to 8 knots, the
effect is not more than 3.4 see on the interarrival-

error standard deviation. However, for larger wind

errors there is a significant increase in interarrival-

error c_.

6.4.3.5 Pilot-induced variation in expected-final-

approach speed. For each aircraft type, there ex-

ists a final-approach and landing speed (typically 1.3
times the stall speed) which, for the recommended

flap setting, is approximately a linear function of air-

craft landing weight for the range of weights nor-

mally found in transport operations. The speed-

weight curves are contained in company and pilot

manuals and in tabular form in the pilot's take-off-

and-landing-speeds flip chart. Generally, pilots add

a wind correction equal to one-half the surface head

wind plus the gust value, up to a maxinmm of nomi-

nally 20 knots, to the indicated flip-chart speed. This
resultant value is referred to as the expected-final-

approach speed. However, there is some variability

in the wind adjustment from pilot to pilot as well as

in the precision of flying the selected final-approach

speed. Other considerations are the type of terminal
and traffic load as well as the increasing wind-shear

concern. These latter characteristics of higher-than-

expected-final-approach speed may be modeled, but
some variability is inevitable.

The effect of final-approach piloting procedure

was modeled by adding an additional increment of

speed to the expected-final-approach speed with the
assumption that the landing weight of the aircraft

was known. This pilot-induced uncertain speed in-

crement was represented by a Gaussian distribu-
tion of zero mean and specified standard deviation.

Figure 29 presents measured runway interarrival-
error standard-deviation sensitivity to the standard

deviation of error in the expected-final-approach

speed. Variability in actual final-approach speed
that is different from the expected speed signifi-

cantly degrades the runway delivery precision. A

pilot-induced, final-approach-speed standard devia-
tion of 4 knots would add about 3.5 see of runway
interarrival-error standard deviation to the situa-

tion when the expected-final-approach speeds, for the

aircraft landing weights, were precisely flown.

6.4.3.6 Interarrival error with known expected-

final-approach speed. In the terminal simulation,

the variability in final-approach speed that is due

to the gross landing weight of the aircraft is ac-

counted for by varying a quantity called weight fac-

tor Wf. The approach-speed�weight�weight-factor
relationship is illustrated in figure 30. Weight
factor is a value normalized to the particular
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aircraft typewhichcharacterizesthe actualaircraft
landingweight.A weightfactorof 1 isequivalentto
themaximumlandingweight,and0 isequivalentto
theoperatingemptyweight.Sincetherecomnlended
final-approachspeedisalmostlinearoverthedefined
rangeof weightfactor, a straight-lineapproxima-
tion to tile final-approach-speed/weight-factorrela-
tionwasusedin theTIMERcalculations.Therefore,
thefinal-approachindicatedairspeedVa is defined by

Va = Vain - (1 - WI)(AVa) (3)

where

V_ ,. = Final-approach airspeed at maximum

landing weight for A/C type

AV_ = V_,_ - Approach airspeed at A/C OEW (4)

A/C landing weight - A/C type OEW

W! = A/C type max landing weight - A/C type OEW (5)

and OEW is operating empty weight.

If the landing weight were available to the TIMER

system, the specific aircraft final-approach speed
could be estimated from parameters stored for that

aircraft type and from equations (3), (4), and (5).
One approach to estimating the weight would be to

have expected landing weight included as part of the

flight-plan information entered into the ATC sys-

tem. A related technique would be to have depar-

ture weights entered and to approximate the landing
weight by using the aircraft fuel-burn rate. The use of

data link to convey weight, or even better, the pilot's
planned final-approach speed, will be feasible when

that system becomes operationally available for ATC

control purposes. Before data link, a manual entry
of the pilot's intended final-approach speed into the

flow-control system could be used instead of estimat-

ing the expected speed. However, this could present

some operational problems and additional work load,
particularly to the controller.

Another ground-system method of estimating the

final-approach speed would be to request each air-

craft of a type to fly a specific indicated airspeed.

Either a common speed plus wind correction would
be agreed to by pilots and airlines and included in

company manuals or it would be requested by ATC.
The aircraft-type-specific airspeed would be selected

to allow the heavily loaded aircraft of the class to land

safely in existing wind conditions. This procedure

would simplify the ground-system requirements, but

would require the lighter loaded aircraft to fly faster

than normal final-approach speeds. Either a mutu-

ally agreed upon common final-approach speed or an

ATC requested final-approach speed is a change from

current operating procedures and pih)t-company ac-
ceptance would be a major issue. Other consid-

erations such as tire-wear cost, blowout hazard,

runway lengths, and exit locations would influence

operational acceptance of this procedure.

If the final-approach speed is known to the

TIMER system, the lower bounds of non-4D-

equipped aircraft delivery precision are determined

by several other factors. These factors include pilot

and controller response times, aircraft heading error,

heading-command resolution, wind velocity, wind-

velocity error, and final-approach piloting procedure.
The parametric evaluation of how these factors de-

grade runway delivery accuracy indicated that the
runway interarrival-error standard deviation for non-

4D-equipped traffic was judged to be in the region of

8 to 12 sec (figs. 23 to 26, 28, and 29) with com-

puter aiding to the controller. By comparison the
interarrival-error standard deviation of manual con-

trol is about 26 sec at the runway threshold (ref. 19).
Using the same 5-percent-violation criterion defined

in section 6.4.1, the improvement of computer aiding
over the manual system would theoretically yield an

arrival-rate increase in the range of 16 to 25 percent

when operating in an arrival-only mode under either

the 3/4/5 or 2.5/3.5/4.5 n.mi. separation criteria.

6.4.4 Non-4D-Equipped Aircraft With Unknown

Expected-Final-Approach Speed

In today's operational environment, the weight,

and thus the expected-final-approach speed of a spe-
cific aircraft, is not known to the ATC system.

Flying the last 5 or so miles at a different speed
from that assumed introduces a time error to the

runway-threshold crossing time. In section 6.4.3.6

with known landing speed, the overall expected

interarrival-error standard deviation was judged to

be between 8 and 12 see. Clearly, if the expected-

final-approach speed is an unknown variable value,

an additional degrading of the delivery precision re-
sults. The questions are how much reduction in de-

livery precision results if the expected landing-weight

speed is unknown, how significant is this effect, and
should an effort be made to obtain the aircraft's land-

ing weight?

Ten different types of transport aircraft (Boeing
and McDonnell Douglas) were simulated in the ar-

rival traffic. The values of their possible approach-
speed variations are shown in table 3. These

approach-speed variations were compiled after con-
sulting a number of sources such as Jane's All the

World's Aircraft, Aviation Week's commercial trans-

port table, and airline operation manuals. In mak-

ing the time calculation, when the aircraft's actual
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landingweightor expected-final-approachspeedwas
not known,the procedureusedwasto choosethe
speedvaluecorrespondingto themeanoftheweight-
factor distribution. Traffic sampleswith a mean
weightfactorof 0.5andvariousstandarddeviations
werecreatedto obtaintheir impacton interarrival
deliveryprecision.

Table3.Final-Approach-SpeedDifferentialDue
toWeightVariabilityofSimulatedAircraft

Final-approach-speed
Aircraftdesignation differential,knots
B-720F
B-727
B-727-200
B-737
B-747
DC-8
DC-8(60,70series)
DC-9(10,20series)
DC-9(3080series)
DC-10

14
30
32
32
30
26
30
35
31
25

Figure31showstile measuredinterarrival-error
standarddeviationas a function of weight-factor
standarddeviation.Undertheconditionssimulated,
operating with unknown expected-final-approach
speedshadaconsiderableeffectonmeasuredsystem
interarrivalerror for landing-weight-factorstandard
deviationsgreaterthan0.075.That beingthe case,
a key issueis whetherthe operationalweightfac-
tor spreadsfor transportaircraftarelikelyto havea
standarddeviationgreaterthan0.075.

Figure32presentstheprobabilitydistributionof
weightfactorsfor all arrivingB-737-200Aaircraftof
a major U.S.carrier landingat Chicago'sO'Hare
InternationalAirport (ORD) betweenJanuary1,
1986,and April 30, 1987.Themeanweightfactor
for the B-737-200Awas0.435,and the standard
deviationwas0.176. Figure33 presentsthe same
informationforthat carrier'sB-737-200aircraft.The
meanweight factor for the B-737-200was0.541
with a standarddeviationof 0.196. While these
distributionsmaynot representall situations,the
factthat it is a majorcarriermeansits distribution
characteristicshavea significantimpacton total-
populationstatistics.

Basedon the availableweightdata,operational
weight-factorstandarddeviationsgreaterthan0.075
are indeedlikely to be encountered.In fact, the
weight-factorstandarddeviationsareprobablyin the

rangeof 0.15or higher. That meansthat oper-
ating withoutaircraft-specificlanding-speedknowl-
edgesubstantiallyincreasesdeliveryerror at the
runway. Figure31 indicatesthat the increasein
interarrival-errorstandarddeviationisbetween6and
10see,dependingontheactualweightfactoror final-
approach-speedspread.

Figure34showsa comparisonof the measured
runwayinterarrival-errorstandarddeviationforsitu-
ations with the expected-final-approachspeeds
knownandunknownto theTIMERalgorithm.The
weight-factordistributionof the input traffic had
a meanof 0.5 and standarddeviationof 0.15for
bothcases.Arriving at a singlenumberto charac-
terizetheeffectof unknownfinal-approachspeedis
notstraightforward;theinterarrivalerrordependson
severalcontributingfactors,someofwhichareinter-
active(i.e.,not independent)with the knowledgeof
final-approachspeed.Therefore,root-sumsquaring
of theeffectsis notproper.

Theoverallinterarrival-errorstandarddeviation
wasjudgedto be from 16 to 20 secif the final-
approachspeedwereunknownto the flow-control
system. This rangewasarrived at by selecting
the mediumvalue,8, from the6 to 10-seeincrease
in interarrival-errorstandarddeviationdue to the
weight-factoreffecton final-approach-speedvaria-
tion. Furthersupportfor an8-seedegradingeffect
emergesfromthe delivery-precisionvaluesachieved
duringmanualcontrol.Thereis aboutan8-seedif-
ferencebetweenthe 18-seestandarddeviationat the
final-approachfix (ref.18)andthe25.6-secstandard
deviationat therunwaythreshold.If aninterarrival-
errora of 8 to 12 see from section 6.4.3.6 is used to

represent the TIMER performance with known final-

approach speed, degrading these values by 8 see re-
sults in an interarrival-error a of 16 to 20 see.

Using the interval of 8 to 12 see as the run-

way interarrival-error a with expected-final-approach

speeds known, a degrading of the a to an interval

between 16 and 20 see represents about a 10-percent

loss in arrival capacity. This magnitude of difference
in arrival rate suggests that if an operationally feasi-

ble approach to obtaining final-approach speeds ex-

ists, it should be pursued. Some possible techniques
were discussed in section 6.4.3.6.

6.4.5 _D Flight-Management System

Studies and flight-test programs have shown that

aircraft equipped with an advanced 4D flight man-

agement system (FMS) can achieve delivery preci-
sions of 5 sec or less standard deviation (refs. 10,

12, 14, and 15). Figure 35 shows the runway ar-
rival rate as a function of unequipped aircraft run-

way delivery error for various levels of 4D-equipped
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aircraft. The curveswereobtainedby a process
of mathematicalextrapolation,usingdata fromthe
2.5/3.5/4.5 n.mi. separation curve of figure 20, with

an assumed delivery-error standard deviation for the

4D aircraft of 4.3 sec. The 4.3 sec was a plotted point

on the single aircraft delivery standard-deviation axis
of figure 20 and is compatible with the referenced 4D

FMS performance.

The analysis was made assuming that average in-

terarrival time is the result of the following factors:

(1) Separation standard, (2) Arrival gaps due to sys-

tem inefficiency, and (3) Added interarrival buffer to

handle delivery uncertainty. Since arrival rate is the

reciprocal of the average interarrival time, the coin-
bined value of the first two factors was determined

from the figure 20 data to be 39.7 aircraft per hour.

Holding the value of the first two factors constant,
the arrival-rate effect of a new weighted buffer was

extrapolated. The weighted-buffer time T_ used in
the revised average interarrival time was calculated

by using equations (1) and (2) and the following

expression:
2 2

T; = E E T,,  P vj (6)
j=l i=1

where

T.,ij

P

i

J

1

2

weighted-buffer time

buffer time defined in equation (2)

for aircraft pair ij

probability that aircraft is either

4D equipped or non-4D equipped

depending on values of i and j

first aircraft of a pair

second aircraft of a pair

designates a 4D-equipped aircraft

designates a non-4D-equipped
aircraft

Figure 35 indicates that even if the final-approach

interarrival delivery error for non-4D-equipped air-

craft is reduced with computer aiding to about 10 sec

(7.1 sec single A/C delivery error), there is some in-

cremental capacity gains (theoretical 8-percent gain

for 100-percent equipage) to be obtained by using

4D flight-management systems with the accuracies
assumed.

6.5 Final-Approach-Region Geometry

It was postulated in sections 6.2 and 6.3 that

metering-fix errors and delay discounting affected ca-

pacity primarily because of the limited time catch-up

or forward-schedule-slippage capability on the two

short approach routes. To test this hypothesis, the

final-approach geometry was modified in the sinmla-
tion as shown in figure 36. The dashed lines show

the shorter minimum paths obtained by relocating

the final-approach fix for runway 26L to a distance
of 3.5 n.mi. rather than the normal 5.5 n.mi. from

the runway threshold. The revised configuration in-

creased the forward-schedule-slippage capability of
the short routes from about 18 sec to about 31 see.

The forward-schedule-slippage capability of the long
routes was increased from about 88 see to about

160 see. The delay capability remained virtually the
same as shown in table 1.

Figure 37 is a comparison of the arrival rate
between the nominal and new geometry under three

metering-fix delivery-error conditions. The result of

the revised geometry was a slight increase of about

1 aircraft per hour for the 3/4/5 n.mi. separation

standard. This suggests that the increase in the
forward-schedule-slippage capability, particularly on

the short approaches, slightly improves the ability

of the scheduler to accommodate metering-fix late
arrivals.

The improvement for the large metering-fix

delivery-error conditions might be expected to be
more dramatic than for the 30-see delivery-error

case. However, the forward-schedule-slippage im-

provement of the revised geometry for the shorter
routes was only about 13 see. If some technique

were possible to give considerably greater forward-

schedule-slippage capability, it seems likely that the

capacity improvement at larger metering-fix delivery-

error values would have been greater. Such a result

would reduce the sensitivity to metering-fix delivery

error and would make the curves of figure 13 even
flatter. Although current operational considerations

restrict the shortening of the common final-approach

path, the implementation of the microwave landing

system (MLS) may allow a reconsideration of the

constraints (ref. 20). Designing as much time catch-
up capability as possible in the short routes and

delay discounting if aircraft are likely to have con-

siderably larger than 30-see metering-fix errors are

techniques that the ATC system designer can use to
reduce the short-route limitation of the conventional

four-corner-post terminal geometry.

7.0 Major Results and Concluding Remarks

A study was conducted with the broad objec-

tive of defining and evaluating a time-based air traf-

fic control (ATC) concept TIMER (traffic intelli-
gence for the management of efficient runway sched-

uling). The TIMER system provides the basis for an
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evolutionary transition from today's manual
separation-basedATC to a future,automated,time-
basedATC systemwith most aircraft capableof
usingonboard4D flight guidanceto meettheir re-
spectivescheduledtimes.TheTIMERconceptinte-
gratesenroutemetering,fuel-efficientcruiseandpro-
filedescents,terminalsequencingandspacing,and
computer-generatedcontrolleraidsto fully userun-
waycapacityandto improvethe efficiencyof delay
absorptioninextended-terminaloperations(enroute
approach,transition,andterminalflight to therun-
way).

A fast-timeparametricsensitivityevaluationof
tile basicextendedterminal-areaflow-controlcon-
ceptwith non-4D-equippedaircraftwasperformed
usinga four-corner-post,runway-26Lconfiguration
at Denver'sStapletonInternationalAirport with
commercialinstrumentflight rule (IFR) arrivaltraf-
fic. Theresultsof this study identifyandshowthe
effectsandinterrelationshipsofkeysystemvariables.
Thefollowingisa sununaryof themajorfindings:

1. A parameterof interestis thehorizonof con-
trol (i.e., the sequencingand schedulingboundary)
which,if chosenproperly,wouldenablemostof the
delaysthat areneededto derandonfizearrivalsto be
takenenrouteusingcruisespeedreductionandfuel-
efficientprofiledescents.Thedesiredvalueof hori-
zonofcontroldependson theseparationstandardin
useandtheairlinenominalcruisespeeds.Thedata
indicatethat a valueof 30min to the meteringfix
is a reasonablenumberto usein the designof an
extended-terminalflow-controldesign.

2. Datarunsindicatethat theen routedelivery
errorat themeteringfix shouldbekeptto astandard
deviationlessthan45secto realizefull runwayca-
pacity.Timeprecisionsat thefinal-approachfix and
at therunwayarecriticalto capacity,but theimpact
is considerably less at the metering fix. The system

is more robust (tolerant) to metering-fix errors be-

cause of the speed and fine-tuning control capability

within the terminal area. This tolerance implies that

the delivery precision design criteria for a 4D flight

management system (FMS) at the metering fix could

be relaxed from the potentially achievable value of

5-sec standard deviation. Limiting the metering-fix

delivery-error standard deviation to 45 sec or less in-
dicates the need for automated controller aids in the

process of controlling aircraft without 4D capability.
The current manual performance in today's en route

metering environment (ERM-1) is on the order of 1
to 2 nfin.

3. Delay discounting, or postponing the execu-
tion of some of the en route delays because of run-

way scheduling until the aircraft arrive in the ter-

minal area, was shown to be beneficial in reducing
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the capacity loss of metering-fix delivery-error stan-
dard deviations greater than 30 sec. If no en route

controller aiding is used, delay discounting should

be applied. However, if automated advisories and

4D-equipped aircraft reduce the metering-fix-error

standard deviation to about 30 sec or less, as ex-

pected, no delay discounting should be used. The
rationale is that taking delays en route is more fuel

efficient than taking them within the terminal area.

4. As expected, the TIMER concept capacity
is sensitive to runway delivery precision, because a

delivery-error-dependent time buffer is added to the

time separation to keep separation violations to a

low probability. The IFR capacity of a first genera-

tion time-based system, such as TIMER, will be con-

strained by the delivery precision achieved with air-

craft not equipped with 4D guidance. Assuming that

the expected-final-approach speeds of all aircraft are

known, there are several other factors which will de-

termine the lower bounds of delivery precision, such

as pilot and controller response time, aircraft head-

ing error, heading command resolution, wind effects,

and final-approach piloting procedure. A fast-time

parametric evaluation of these factors indicates that,

with computer aiding to the controller, the runway-

interarrival-error standard deviation for unequipped

traffic could be reduced to the region of 8 to 12 sec
from the approximately 26 sec that is typical of the

current manual control system. In an "arrival-only"

runway configuration, that precision improvement

would ideally translate to an increase in the range

16 to 25 percent in capacity under either the 3/4/5

or 2.5/3.5/4.5 n.mi. separation criterion.

One of the principal factors which affect the run-

way delivery performance of non-4D-equipped air-
craft is the variability in final-approach speed as a

result of varying landing gross weights. Fast-time

simulations of operations, without aircraft-specific

expected-final-approach-speed knowledge, indicate

that the overall runway interarrival-error standard

deviation would be between 16 and 20 sec. This rep-

resents about a 10-percent less arrival capacity than

when final-approach speed is known. These results

indicate that developing an operational process to

determine aircraft landing weights or expected-final-
approach speeds plays an important part in the es-

tablishment of a precision delivery time-based ATC

system.

The introduction of 4D flight management sys-

tems into a time-based ATC system such as TIMER

offers further incremental increases in capacity with

increases in fleet equipage. With 100-percent

equipage, the arrival capacity is theoretically about

8 percent greater than with the non-4D-equipped
case, even when the expected-final-approach speed



is known.It shouldbenotedthat all thecalculated
gainsmentionedpreviouslyareunderconditionswith
separationdistancesrigidlydefinedandadheredto.

5. It waspostulatedthat large,late-arrivaltime
errorsat themeteringfixeshavemoreimpactonca-
pacity thanearly-arrivalerrorsof equalmagnitude.
The reasonis that the simulatedfour-corner-post
terminalgeometryhasmuchgreaterdelaycapabil-
ity to accommodateearlyerrorsthanit hascatch-up
or forward-schedule-slippagecapabilityto accommo-
date lateerrors. This is especiallytrue of the two
shorterroutes.Shorteningtheminimumpathlength
by movingtheextended-runwaycenterlineintercept
2 mi. closerto thethresholdimprovedthe capacity

byoneaircraftperhour.Thisimprovementindicates
that increasingthe forward-schedule-slippagecapa-
bility improvestheflexibilityof theschedulerto han-
dle metering-fixlate-arrivMerrors. Themicrowave
landingsystem(MLS) mayprovideanopportunity
for thetime-based,terminalautomationplannersto
designsomeadditionalforward-schedule-slippageca-
pability into the terminalapproachgeometryto re-
ducetheeffectofthecurrentshorterroutelimitation.

NASALangleyResearchCenter
Hampton,VA23665-5225
December21,1988
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Appendix A

TIMER Simulation Functional Description

This appendix describes the various inodules of

the terminal area air traffic model (TAATM) pro-

gram within whM1 the TIMER (traffic intelligence

for the management of efficient runway scheduling)

concet)t algorithms are embedded. The fimctional

relationships and brief descriptions are presented
herein.

A t)lock (tiagram of the independent programs

that f(wm the basis of TINIER, experiments is shown

in figure A1. The components relating to real-time

operation are not sul)jects of this report but are
included in the [)lock (tiagram for completeness.

Sample Generation of Aircraft Traffic

The Official Airline Guide (OAG) was used to

determine a set of statistics for generating a generic

aircraft traffic sample for the TAATM. The data col-

lected from the OAG were for transport arrivals on a

typical weekday at Denver's Stapleton International

Airport. The data for each arriving flight include

origin, airline company, and aircraft type. For these

data, statistics were generated on arrival distribution
to the four arrival corridors, distribution of airlines

for each of the four arrival routes, and distribution of

aircraft types for each airline on each route. These
statistics were then used to generate a dense, 5-hr

master traffic sample from which subsamples were

selected for tile parametric study. Statistically, the

master traffic sample represents an operation rate of

2400 aircraft/hr with a Poisson distribution of the in-

tervals between aircraft simulation entry times. Nu-

merous subsamples were selected by specifying inte-

ger starting points and noninteger selection intervals

within the master sample. At least four subsamples
were chosen for each operation rate selected within

the range of 18 to 60 aircraft/hr.

Description of TAATM Input Database

General

The TAATM input database consists of data

necessary to describe the terminal area geome-

try and wind conditions, traffic control points,
aircraft performance characteristics, and numer-

ous program constants and configuration param-
eters. The data include flight-path segment de-

scrit)tions for all defined paths; descriptions of all
relevant estimated tittle of arrival (ETA) points, in-

tersections, and area navigation (RNAV) waypoints;

navigation and surveillance aids with characteristic
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error models; ATC control types, separation cri-

teria, conflict resolution options, and communica-
tion parameters; aircraft performance tables and

aircraft/pilot-error model parameters; and selectable
traffic samples. Most of the array-type data are

stored internally as packed integers to conserve com-

puter memory. The input data are scaled to a de-

sired resolution and then packed in fixed or variable

field widths, depending on the type of data. Fixed-

field data require three descriptors (field width, scale

factor, and location within the packed array), and

variable fields require four descriptors per data item.

These are field width, sign indicator, scale factor, and
location of field within the packed word.

Terminal Area Data

The flight paths are described by individual seg-

ments which are linked together by a t)ath descriptor

array. Each segment is described by a flight naviga-

tion mode (e.g., VOR, RNAV, vector), a terminating

condition (e.g., navigation fix passage, VOR radial
intercept, controller message), an altitude objective,

available speed options, message type, if any, asso-

ciated with tile segment, and ground-track distance

and heading. Nominal and optional flight paths are

generated from the flight segments during control

computations.

Terminal area intersections and RNAV waypoints

are defined by their location and ground-track in-

formation. Several ETA points are defined to allow

model performance assessment. Ground navigation

and surveillance aids are defined by their locations
and associated error model parameters. The data-

base contains several sets of wind model parameters
that are user selectable.

Aircraft Characteristics

Aircraft performance tables include nominal val-

ues for 20 aircraft types for several flight conditions.
Tile tables contain climb-descent and acceleration-

deceleration rates, speeds, and arrival-departure run-

way occupancy times. The rate and speed tables

allow for variations in aircraft weight. Extensive

data tables are included for flight-idle-thrust de-

scent calculations for the major transport aircraft

types. These tables include minimum and maximum

weights, wing area, drag polars as a function of Math

number, and thrust data as a function of altitude and
lift coefficient.

A TC Control Descriptors

Several different types of ATC control functions

provide flexibility in the TAATM program. The

control logic for a particular action may be time-

based, such as at tile horizon of control; may be



fixedgeographicpoints,suchasterminalareaentry,
st)eedcontrol,and firm sequencingpoints; or may
be a combinationof both, suchas direct course
error (DICE) computations,whichare initiatedat
specifiedpointsand then updatedat regulartime
intervals.

The TIMER algorithmsemploytile following
typesof ATCcontrolpointsasanaircraftprogresses
fromthehorizonof control to the runway:

1. Initial scheduling from the horizon of control

2. Metering-fix en route holding and departure
inbound

3. Schedule maintenance (speed control)

4. Firm scheduling with optional path assign-
inent

5. Direct course error (DICE)
6. Optional transition-speed control on final

approach

Each of the control types involves ETA compu-

tations to the runway for the remaining nonfinal

and optional flight paths, predicted-conflict detec-

tion at the runway an(t possibly at intermediate path

intersections, and conflict resolution using specified

options.

Description of TAATM Program Flow

Overall Flow

The major components of the TAATM program

are database initialization, controller communica-

tions, aircraft dynanfics (tracking), and ATC func-

tions (control). The TIMER algorithms are embed-
ded in the control section of tile TAATM. Figure A2

is a flowchart of these components. After all external

data are stored in common areas, the program exe-

cutes at a specified integration rate, normally 4 see,

which corresponds to the aircraft surveillance radar

(ASR) sweep rate. Each of the three main program

modules (communications, tracking, and control) is
invoked in order during each iteration step or "scan."

The major enhancements that differentiate the cur-

rent TAATM simulation capability from its prede-

cessor (ref. 8) are the addition of flight-idle-thrust

profile descent dynamics (ref. 6) and associated ETA

algorithms for the major transport aircraft types, ex-

tensive reconfiguration of the terminal area geometry

to reflect the current four-corner-post arrival corri-

dors, and refinements to the scheduling and conflict

resolution processes. The primary functions of each

of the three modules are described in the following
se¢:t ions.

Controller Communications

The conmmnication subprogram monitors the

controller message queues and pending aircraft entry

times. As the delivery times for controller-generated

messages are approached, the pending-message infor-

mation is changed from fllture to current status and

inserted into the transmission flow based on a priority

system. When a message transnfission is completed,

the appropriate aircraft data are updated, the mes-

sage is documented in the primary output file, and

the message is deleted from the active queue. After

the message queues for all the sinmlated controllers

are updated, the entry times of pending aircraft are

compared with the current program time. As each

entry time is approached, information on the aircraft

is placed in the appropriate control queue for system

entry.

Aircraft Dynamics (Tracking)

The positions of all aircraft within the terminal

area t)ounded by the metering fixes are updated ev-

ery scan. The tracking process inchldes updating

the flight schedule as each flight segment is com-

pleted, computing a four-degree-of-freedom (x, y, z,

and ¢) trajectory with 1-sec integration steps over
the scan interval, documentation of actual time of

arrival (ATA) at specified fixes, and entry of aircraft

information into control queues as criteria for gener-
ating ATC functions are satisfied. Output from the

tracking subprogram includes recording the aircraft

position, status, and current flight segment for each

aircraft on each scan and, when an aircraft is deleted

from the system, recording pertinent estimated times

of arrival (ETA) and ATA data accumulated during

its flight.

A TC Functions (Control)

The general concepts employed in the various

TIMER control types are discussed in section 4.0 of
the main text. The particular characteristics of each

concept, namely the criteria for initiating the func-

tion, conflict detection points, and conflict resolution

options, are concentrated on in this appendix.

In general, the sequence of events that occurs

during the control process for each aircraft in the

control queue is as follows:

1. Get relevant aircraft performance parameters,

ATC procedure parameters, and path data from the
database.

2. Compute ETA's to runway threshold (min-

imum, nominal, miminum speed, minimum speed/

maximum path, and delayed action).

3. Compute desired scheduled landing time (SLT)

based on separation criteria with respect to other
aircraft.

4. Deternfine urgency of imposing a delay ma-

neuver, if any, to maintain proper spacing.
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5. If immediatedelayaction is required,step
throughavailableoptions(speedreduction,alternate
pathassignment,resequencing,hold)to resolvecon-
flict.

6. Assignflight segmentsandgeneratemessages
to accomplishdesiredobjectives.

7. Recordonsecondaryoutputfile thecomputed
datausedin thedecisionprocess.Someofthecontrol
typesalso employproceduresto maintainproper
spacingat otherpointssuchasthe meteringfixes
andflight-pathintersections.

Tile followinglist summarizesthecharacteristics
of thesixtypesofcontrollistedin theTAATMinput
databasedescription:

1. Initial schedulingfromhorizonof control:
Initiationcriterion:entrytimeof newaircraft
Conflictchecks:

a. Meteringfix
b. Runwaythreshold

Conflict resolutionoption: en route delay
withpossibledelaydiscounting.Maygenerate
en routedelaysfor otheraircraftbecauseof
projected"first-to-reach-runway"scheduling
process.

2. Metering-fixdepartureinboundwithoptional
holding:
Initiationcriterion:metering-fixarrivaltime
Conflictcheck:runwaythreshold
Conflict resolution options:

a. Speed reduction

b. Resequencing

c. Delayed alternate path

d. Hold at metering fix

3. Schedule maintenance:

Initiation criterion: passing imaginary line

through specified point
Conflict check: runway threshold

Conflict resolution option: speed control

4. Firm sequencing:

Initiation criterion: passing imaginary line

through specified point
Conflict checks:

a. Intersecting flight paths

b. Runway threshold

Conflict resolution options:

a. Resequencing

b. Alternate paths

5. Direct course error (DICE):

Initiation criteria:

a. Downwind leg of western routes and base
leg of eastern routes: passing line

through specified point

b. Base leg of western routes: elapsed time

since base leg clearance

Conflict check: runway threshold

Conflict resolution option: Timed reinsertion

into control queue. Clearance to final ap-

proach is mandated if projected flight path

crosses extended-runway centerline.

6. Optional transition speed control on final

approach:

Initiation criterion: ILS flight navigation mode
Conflict check: desired SLT

Conflict resolution option: reinsertion into

control queue until approach gate intercept

Relationships of Subprograms

The TAATM simulation program is executed

within an overlay shell structure to reduce computer

central memory requirements. As shown in figure A3,

the base program, TAATMFT, executes the pri-
mary overlay, TATINT, which installs the TAATM

database in conjunction with the subprograms INIT

and PDDATA. It then executes the primary over-

lay, TATMAIN, which in turn executes the secondary

overlays, TATREST (internal variable and array

initialization) and TATOPER (simulation control

overlay).

The diagrams presented in figures A4 and A5

show the relationships of all major subprograms in

the TAATM. For simplicity, the data manipulation

utility subroutines such as those used to pack and

unpack variables are not included. The diagrams are

not intended to represent a chronological sequence of

events; they are intended to show the interconnec-
tions of all routines in hierarchial order from left to

right.

Subprogram Descriptions

The subprograms depicted in figures A3 through

A5 are briefly described in alphabetical order as
follows:

ACEPTAC: moves aircraft from traffic entry

queue into active traffic of model

AHGS: computes aircraft heading and
ground speed based on altitude,

wind, indicated airspeed, and

desired ground track; entry point
in HEADSPD

AHLDSPD: assigns a holding speed for an
aircraft that is scheduled to enter

a holding pattern
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AHTSGS:

AIMALT:

ALTMSG:

AUTOHLD:

AVGWND:

CALROC:

CCD:

CDCD:

CEVENT:

CHDGDIF:

CHOLDT:

CLBSBSG:

computesaircraftheading,true
airspeed,andgroundspeed;entry
point in HEADSPD

computesprojectedaim-point
altitudeof anaircraftflyingprofile
descentmode

developsspecifiedcontrollermes-
sagethat assignsanewaltitudeto
loweranaircraftin holdingstack

deternfinesif anaircrafthasto
holdbecauseanaircraftaheadis
in holdingstack

computeswindimpactona segment
or set of segments assigned to flight
path of an aircraft

calculates rate of climb (or descent)

for aircraft in a profile descent

calculates drag coefficient

calculates Reynolds number correc-

tion to drag coefficient for a Lock-
heed L-1011

establishes event array information

and computes total elapsed time

for an aircraft to fly a subsegment.

An event is determined by a change

of indicated airspeed, a change in

altitude, or no change.

determines whether an aircraft

has passed a specified point by
examining relative location of

aircraft's present position with

respect to a perpendicular line

through the specified point

computes amount of time an air-

craft will fly a holding pattern,
given the amount of time needed to

delay and information on whether

aircraft is flying under IFR (instru-
ment flight rules) or radar condi-

tions. The initial type of turn re-

quired, the hold exit method, and

the type of pattern are also taken
into consideration.

calculates subsegments necessary for

an aircraft to climb to a specified
altitude

CNTRLAC:

COMMUN:

CTHRST:

DICESPD:

DICEVEC:

ETACOMP:

ETADEL:

ETAPASS:

ETAR:

ETASAVE:

governs ATC functions section of
TAATM model. The list of aircraft

needing control actions accumulated

during a scan interval is examined,

and appropriate procedures are

executed for each, based on the

specified type of control action.
Predicted separation violations

between pairs of aircraft are flagged,
and diagnostic information about

the control action is recorded.

places controller inessages for active
traffic aircraft in transtnission

queues and monitors input traffic

sample for entering aircraft into
system

calculates thrust coefficient

generates optimal time to reduce

to outer marker speed on final
approach. This procedure is an

optional fine-tuning mechanism to

reduce runway delivery error.

computes direct course error

(DICE) to runway threshold for

vectoring aircraft onto base and

final-approach flight legs

calculates flight time for a given set

of segments

deletes an aircraft from ETA

array associated with a particular

checkpoint when criteria for passing
checkpoint have been satisfied

utilizes predetermined criteria to
ascertain whether an aircraft has

passed a checkpoint. A flag is set

within the subroutine indicating the

status of the aircraft with respect to
the checkpoint.

calculates ETA at runway

makes initial entry of an air-

craft into ETA arrays of informa-

tion. The information is arranged

chronologically with respect to
runway ETA's.
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ETASEPC:

FLTPSCH:

FPINIT:

GRNDDST:

HEADSPD:

INIT:

INITSTA:

ISTS:

ISWAPF:

LOCACS:

MDELET:

MFALT:

MFEXIT:

MFHLDEX:

22

computestimefor anaircraftto
fly designatedseparationdistances
back-calculatingfromtheETA
pointandusingthesegmentdis-
tancesestablishedin EVENTar-
ray.In thismanner,desiredsepara-
tiondistancesareconvertedto time
parameters.
detectsandresolvespredicted
conflictsin scheduledlandingtimes

perfl)rmsinitial schedulingat
horizonof control
calculatesdistancetraveledover
groundin a vectorturn, including
windeffects

determinesvariousparameters
associatedwith aircraftdynamics.
SeeAHGS,AHTSGS,andISTS.

perforlnsinitializationof program
pointers,arrays,andindicators
determinesinitial SLTbasedoil
projectedfirst-to-reach-runway
orderingat runwaythresholdand
onotheraircraftheadedfor same
meteringfix

computesindicatedairspeedand
trueairspeedbasedonobserved
groundspeed,altitude,wind,and
groundtrack
determinesdesiredsequenceof two
aircraftondifferentroutesbasedon
geometryof intersectingflight paths
locatesanaircraft inanSLT/ETA
array
examinescurrentandfl_turemes-
sagequeuesof a specifiedcontroller
anddeletesdesignatedmessagesfor
deliveryto a specifiedaircraft
calculatesmetering-fixaltitudethat
is requiredto attaindesiredaim-
point altitudeat endof a profile
descent

developsterminalareaschedule
for anaircraftarrivingat a me-
teringfix. Thissubprogrammay
resequenceand/orholdtheaircraft.
determineswhenanaircraftcan
exita holdat meteringfix; entry
pointin MFEXIT

MLSERR:

MSGDEV:

MSGORD:

MSGREC:

PDACEL:

PDCHAR:

PDDALT:

PDDATA:

PDDESC:

PDDSPD:

determinesaircraftpositionoffsets
basedoncalculatedmicrowave
landingsystem(MLS)biasand
randomerrorsfor bothazimuthand
slantrange

enablescompletespecificationof
verbalcommunicationsbetween
controllersandanaircraft. Both
generalflightmessagesandmes-
sageswhichalter theflightona
segmentaredevelopedfromanex-
aminationof theconditionsandre-
quirementsofeachsegmentof the
aircraft'sassignedflightpath.

placesmessagesin pending-message
arraysbasedontransmittimeand
priority

modifiesassignedflight segmentsof
anaircraftreceivinga transmitted
messageaccordingto informationin
message

calculates average deceleration

when (:hanging from one speed
to another at idle thrust and at a

given altitude

places characteristics of a specifed
class of aircraft in proper variables

for calculating profile descent
information

calculates time and distance re-

quired to descend in a constant
calibrated-airspeed profile from a

given altitude to another, taking
winds into consideration, with a

limit on distance. If the distance is

exceeded, the final altitude attain-
able is returned.

installs part of database necessary

to make profile descent calculations

calculates time and distance re-

quired to descend in a constant

calibrated-airspeed profile from a

given altitude to another

calculates distance and time trav-

eled while changing speed during a

profile descent, including wind ef-
fects, with a limit on distance. The

attainable speed is returned if the
distance limit is inadequate for the

desired speed change.



PERFTAB:

PFRATE:

PWIND:

RECORD:

RNAVDST:

RNVTURN:

SBOUNDS:

SCHED:

SEGCHAR:

SEGUPD:

SEPAHED:
V

unpacks the performance rates for a

given aircraft class into appropriate

internal arrays

calculates descent and deceleration

rates at a given altitude, including
wind effects

computes estimated wind velocity

for a given altitude

writes output data to document a

given run for later analysis

examines relative location of up-

coming waypoints along an air-

craft's current path and computes

a "turn anticipation distance" be-
fore aircraft should initiate RNAV

turn to respective waypoint

defines turn-profile information for
all aircraft about to make an RNAV

turn to an upcoming waypoint.
The turn radius, turn distance, and

the point on the turning arc are
determined.

computes ETA's to be used as lim-

its to set SLT's. Minimum, nomi-

nal, nominal max, and maximum
ETA's are calculated.

establishes flight segments to be
added to the active schedule of

an aircraft from the master flight-

segment data as a result of an ATC
function. For each new segment,

the appropriate heading, speed, and

altitude objectives are determined.

unpacks segment characteristics

from master flight-segment data

into appropriate internal arrays

updates active schedule of an air-

craft when criteria for terminating

current flight segment are satisfied

determines a time-separation

requirement with the aircraft

directly ahead of a specific aircraft

flying toward the same ETA point.

The separation tinle is based on the

order of the aircraft pair and is a

function of the performance classes

of the pair.

SEPBHND:

SHSKED:

SLIPSTA:

SPDOPT:

STACOMP:

STOREDT:

TAATMFT:

TATINT:

TATMAIN:

TATOPER:

determines a time-separation
requirement with the aircraft

directly behind a specific aircraft

on a given path. The separation
time is based on the order of tile

aircraft pair and is a function of the

performance classes of the pair.

establishes holding segments which

can be flown by an aircraft to real-

ize required holding time computed

by CHOLDT

initiates schedule slippage for those

aircraft which have been firmly

sequenced. Runway ETA's are fine-
tuned to account for minor errors

as the aircraft are turned onto final

approach, and unnecessary gaps
between aircraft are closed. No

resequencing of aircraft takes place.

calculates a new airspeed to be

assigned to a designated aircraft

to achieve its scheduled runway
threshold arrival time

determines desired order of aircraft

in ETA queues and dynamically

adjusts landing sequence and

scheduled runway arrival times to
account for errors and maintain

adequate separation between

aircraft pairs. The position of an

aircraft in the landing sequence may

not be changed once it has passed

its firm-sequencing point.

stores time of day and delay time
associated with an ATC function for

postprocessing

controls loading and execution of

primary overlays of program

installs database and traffic sample

and initializes constants; primary

overlay

initializes arrays and output files
and controls execution of simula-

tion; primary overlay

directs the three main oper-

ating sections of program

communications, tracking, and con-

trol; secondary overlay
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TATREST:

TIMTOPT:

TRACKAC:

TRNCAL:

TRNDST:

TRNSBSG:

TRUWND:

TURNANG:

TURNC:

initializesinternalvariables,arrays,
andfiles.This isa secondaryover-
layprimarilyfor real-timeoper-
ationto initializerun-dependent
variables.

calculatestimeto fly fromcurrent
positionto a pointat whichETA
calculationsareto begin

updatesactivetrafficinformation
onall aircraft in terminalarea

computesflighteventsassociated
with a turn subsegment

establishesparametersnecessary
to computedistancetraveledin a
vectorturn

generatessubsegmentsandevents
arraysto contain turn information

computes actual wind affecting

aircraft movement; includes wind

error added to predicted value;

entry point in PWIND

calculates turn angle and direction

to change from one heading to
another

computes turn information for an

aircraft: turn direction, heading of

aircraft, ending coordinates of turn,
and turn distance

TURNDST:

TURNTO:

UPKCA:

XY:

computes distance traveled by an
aircraft in a turn

computes end point and distance

in a turn for an aircraft making a

heading change to a specified point

unpacks ATC function parameters

into appropriate internal arrays

computes intersection point of two

straight lines

Output and Analysis of TAATM

Output of the TAATM consists of binary and

coded files for post-run analysis. The primary file

from which system performance is evaluated is the

aircraft dynamics data file. This file contains the

aircraft data records for each active aircraft for every

scan of the simulation run, a record of each transmit-

ted and each received controller message, a record
of en route delays for each active aircraft, and a

record of terminal area ETA's and ATA's at specified

points of interest (metering fix, outer marker, runway
threshold) for each aircraft that lands during the run.

These data are then postprocessed to produce vari-

ous statistics, histograms, and position plots for a
specified time period within the run. Recorded out-

put of all ATC functions performed during the run is

digested separately to produce time-history plots of

ETA's and SLT's for visual evaluation of system effi-

ciency. Detailed descriptions of output and analysis
flies are contained in reference 21.
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Figure 1. Possible integration of airborne capability in an advanced ground-based automated ATC system.
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Figure 12. Terminal flow pattern for a metering-fix, arrival-error, standard deviation of 120 sec.
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